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The problem “minimize f(x) -g(x)” is studied, where f is a convex 
function and g a concave function of a real vector space X into an order 
complete vector lattice Y. We define Y-valued functions f”(T) and gc( T) 
on the real vector space of linear mappings of X into Y and associate 
with the minimization problem the maximization problem “maximize 
gC(T) - fC(T).” For X = R” and Y = R Fenchel [2, 31 showed that these 
programs are dual to each other. 
Our main result will be that, iff - g is bounded below, the maximization 
problem has an optimal solution and the extreme values of both objective 
functions are equal. 
As a direct consequence we get a condition, saying that a point x is an 
optimal solution of our minimization problem if and only if f and g have a 
common subgradient at x. This result extends a theorem by Valadier [9], 
concerning the subdifferentiability of a convex function with values in an 
order complete vector lattice. 
Furthermore, we apply our theorem to prove an extension of the Kuhn- 
Tucker Theorem for order complete vector lattices. To this we generalize 
an idea from Rockafellar [7]. Our result is similar to one given by Ritter [6]. 
An example is given, showing that the hypothesis of order completeness 
is necessary for our theorems. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout the following let X and Y be real topological vector spaces 
(abbreviated: t.v.s.) and assume that Y is also an order complete vector lattice 
(abbreviated: o.c.v.~.), i.e., Y is an ordered vector space (order symbol: z), 
inf(u, v) exists for all u, v E Y and for each nonempty subset B of Y, such 
that B is order bounded from below in Y, inf B exists (see [5]). The set 
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C : = {y E Y 1 y 2 0} of “positive” elements of Y is called the order cone 
of Y. By definition of an ordered vector space 
C n -C = {0}, c+ccc, hCCC for all real h 3 0. 
To relate the order structure and the topological structure of Y, we demand 
furthermore that there exists a base of neighborhoods V of the origin in Y 
such that 
Y=(V+C)n(V-CC). (1) 
An order cone C satisfying (1) is said to be a normal order cone. 
Given a convex function f and a concave function g, mapping subsets F 
and G of the real t.v.s. X into the real t.v.s. Y, that is also an o.c.v.1. with 
normal order cone, we study the following minimization problem in Y 
PROGRAM I. Jind 
inf{f(x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G>. (2) 
Here f is said to be a convex function, if F is a convex subset of X and if for 
all xi , x2 E F and real h, 0 < h < 1, 
f@x, + (1 - 4 x2) 5 J!f(x,) + (1 - h)f(x,). 
Furthermore, g is called concave, if -g is convex. A point x,, E X is said 
to be an optimal sobtion of program I, if x0 E F n G and if f (x0) - g(x,J = 
inf(f(x) - g(x) 1 x EF n G}. 
We need some further definitions. Let 9(X, Y) stand for the real vector 
space of continuous linear mappings of X into Y. An element T of 9(X, Y) 
is called a subgradient of the convex function f at x0 E X if x0 EF and 
T(x - x3 I f(x) - f(xo) for all x E F. (3) 
Analogously T is said to be a subgradient of the concave function g at x0 
ifx,EGand 
T(x - xl?) 2 g(x) - &o) for all x E G. (4) 
The set of all subgradients off and g, respectively, at x,, is called the 
subdzgewntial off and g at x0 and denoted by af(xJ and ag(xs), respectively. 
With the convex function f and the concave function g we associate 
conjugate functions f c and gc whose values are again in Y, 
f”(T) := sup{Tx -f(x) 1 x EF} for T E FC, (5) 
gc( T) : = inf{ Tx - g(x) 1 x E G} for T E GC. (6) 
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Here Fe (respectively G”) stands for the (possibly empty) set of those 
T E 9(X, Y), for which the supremum in (5) (the infimum in (6)) exists. 
Between the subgradients of f and the conjugate function fc the trivial 
relation holds: if x0 E F then 
To 6 afko) if und only if To E Fc and f “( To) z T,,x,, - f(xJ. (7) 
An analogous result holds for the concave function g. In the following 
we will often state results for convex functions only, as the corresponding 
statements for concave functions are obvious. 
IfT,, T,EFCandO<X<l,then 
sup{AT, + (1 - 4 T, - f(x) I x E F) 
= q4V,x - f(x)> + (1 - W(T,x - f(x)> I x E F) 
5 h sup{T,x -f(x) I x EF) + (1 - X) sup{T,x -f(x) ( x EF), 
and, since Y is an order complete vector lattice, we see XT, + (1 - h) T, E Fc 
and fC(hT, + (1 - X) Tz) 2 h.“(T,) + (1 - h)f”(T,). This shows that 
f c : FC ---f Y is a convex function. Analogously gc proves to be a concave 
function. Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 gives a condition which guarantees 
that the domain of definition off c and gc, respectively, is nonvoid. 
With program I we associate the maximization problem in Y 
PROGRAM II. find 
sup(g”( T) - f”(T) j T E F” n Gc). 
Optimal solutions of Program II are defined analogously as for Program I. 
If X is the n-dimensional euclidean space R” and Y is the set R of real 
numbers, then the above definition of conjugate functions is just the definition 
given by Fenchel. Fenchel proved that in this special case Program I and II 
are dual to each other. If one problem has an optimal solution, then so has 
the other, and the extreme values of both objective functions are equal 
(see [3]). This result has been extended by Rockafellar [7] to the case where X 
is a reflexive Banach space. In Sections 2 and 3 we will show that some part 
of this duality relation even holds for convex functions with values in an 
order complete vector lattice. 
Let 9(X, Y) be endowed with the topology of bounded convergence. 
Then 9(X, Y) becomes a real t.v.s.; hence conjugates fee and gee can be 
defined for the convex function f c and the concave functiongC as in (5) and (6). 
The functions fee and gee map subsets FCC and Gee of 9(9(X, Y), Y) into Y. 
In the special case, where X is a reflexive Banach space (e.g., X = R”) 
and Y = R, 9(9(X, R), R) can be identified with X, i.e., f and .f”“, 
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respectively, g and gee are both defined on subsets of X; if in addition f and g 
satisfy some continuity conditions, then we have f = f cc and g = gee (see 
[3,7]). This is of great importance for the duality relation between Program I 
and II under the above assumptions on X and Y. Let us see, what holds 
in our more general situation. Each x,, E X defines by x,,(T) := T(x,) a 
continuous linear mapping of the real t.v.s. 9(X, Y) into Y. Hence X 
can be identified with a subspace of 2(9(X, Y), Y). Assume that the 
interior int F of F is nonvoid and f is continuous on intF. Then Fc # o 
(see Cor. 2 of Th. 3) and we have for each x,, E F 
x&T) - fW 5 TX, - (Txo - f(xo)) = f(x,) for all T E Fe, 
hence 3c0 EFCC and f cc(xO) = sup{x,,( T) - f”(T) 1 T g Fc) 5 f(xJ. If x,, E int F 
then there exists a TO such that x,,(T,J - fc(T,,) = f(xJ (see Corollary 1 
of Theorem 3), i.e., f cc(xs) = f(x,,). We get 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that X and Y are real t.v.s. and that Y is also an 
o.c.v.1. with normal order cone. Let f: F -+ Y, F C X, be a convex function. 
If int F is nonempty and if f is continuous on int F then F can be identijed with 
a subset of FCC. Furthmore, f(x) 2 f “O(x) for all x E F, f(x) = f cc(x) for all 
xEintF. 
Remark. The hypothesis of the above theorem ‘f is continuous on int F” 
can be somewhat weakened, if the normal order cone C has non- 
empty interior, say a E int C. In this case it is easy to see that the sets 
h((a - C) n (-a + C)), h > 0, form a neighborhood base of the origin 
in Y. Using an argument similar to that in Bourbaki, [l, livre V, Chapter II, 
Section 5, Proposition 21, it is easy to prove that f is continuous on intF, 
if f is continuous at some x E F. 
2. A DUALITY THEOREM 
For T E Fc n Ge definitions (5) and (6) say that 
fC(T) I Tx - f(x) for all x E F, 
g”(T) 5 TX - g(x) for all x E G. 
We get a first trivial relation between Program I and II. 
LEMMA 1. If XEFn Gand TEFOn Go, then 
g’(T) - f’(T) I f(x) - g(x). 
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Below we will need a generalization of the analytical form of the Hahn- 
Banach Theorem [.5, Chapter 2, Proposition 2.11. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that p is a mapping from a real vector space E into 
an order complete vector lattice F, such that 
P(% + x2) 2 P(xl) + P(xz), P(h) = Ap(x,) (8) 
for all x1 , x2 E E and all nonnegative real numbers A. If T is a linear mapping 
defined on a linear subspace M of E with range in F such that TX 5 p(x) for 
all x E M, then T can be extended to a linear mapping TO of E into F such that 
T,,x 5 p(x) for all x E E. 
We will refer to mappings satisfying (8) as sublinear mappings. As a simple 
consequence of the above Lemma we note 
LEMMA 3. If p is a sublinear mapping of a real vector space E into an order 
complete vector lattice F, then there is a linear mapping To of E into F such that 
T,,x (= p(x) for all x E E. 
Proof. Fix x E E, f # 0, and define a linear mapping T on M : = {h% 1 X real} 
by T(Xx) : = hp(%). Obviously T(hx) 5 p(hx) for A >, 0. From 0 = p(x - x) 2 
p(x) + p(-x) we get for h < 0, T(hx) = Xp(%) = -p(-XZ) 2 p(h%) and 
consequently T(hx) 5 p(Xx) f or all real h. The assertion follows from 
Lemma 2. 
We can now prove the following extension of Fenchel’s Duality Theorem 
THEOREM 2. Consider the Programs I and II. If either f or g is continuous 
at some x E F n G and ;f inf{f(x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G} exists, then Program II 
has an optimal solution To and 
max{gC( T) - f”(T) / T E Fc n Gc} = gc(TO) - f c(T,,) 
= inf(f(x) - g(x) 1 x EF n G}. 
Proof. It is assumed that f is continuous at XE F n G. Consider the 
translated convex functionf(x) := f(x) - p, where 
p : = inf{f(x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G}, 
and its conjugate f”(T) = f O(T) + p. Then 
f(x) - g(x) h 0 for all x E F n G. (9) 
It is easily verified that the epigraph [f] := {(x, y) E X x Y 1 x EF and 
y 2 f(x)} of the convex functionfand the hypograph [g] : = {(x, y) E X x Y 1 
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x E G and y 5 g(x)} of the concave function g are nonempty convex subsets 
of the product space X x Y. Hence A := [J] - [g] is convex as well and 
B: = u hA 
A?0 
is a convex cone in X x Y, i.e., B + B C B and hB C B for all nonnegative 
real X. With the help of B we will construct a sublinear mappingp of Xinto Y. 
To this, define for h E X in Y the set 
S, :={YE Yl(h,y)~B}. 
We will show that each S, is nonvoid and order bounded from below. 
First note that, since B is a convex cone, 
sh, + sh, c %,+hz for all h, , h, E X. (10) 
Now consider some fixed h E X. By assumption j is continuous at 3 and 
thus f + UC F, where U is a suitable neighborhood of the origin in X. 
Since U is absorbing in X we can choose h > 0 such that h E hU, that is, 
f + (l/h) h EF. But then (Et (l/X) h,f(% + (l/X) h)) E [‘I, (%,g(5)) E [g] 
and consequently 
9, Xf(z + (l/X) h) - g@))) = 4(x + (l/4 h,.f(:(n + (l/4 4) - (~,A~))) E 4 
showing that 
s?l # 0 for all h E X. (11) 
If (0, y), y # 0, belongs to B then (0, y) = h((x, , yr) - (x2 , ys)) for some 
h > 0, x1 = x, E F n G, y1 2 f(xJ and ys 5 g(xi). It follows from inequality 
(9) that y = X(y, - ys) 2 0, hence 
so c c. (12) 
Now let h E X be given and choose some y E S-, . This is possible because 
of (11). Relations (10) and (12) give for all y E S, 
y + 7 E & + S.-h c 8, c c, 
i.e., -7 is a lower bound for S, . As Y is an order complete vector lattice, 
p(h) : = inf{y 1 y E S,} 
is defined for all h E X. 
For h > 0 the identity XB = B implies hp(h) = inf(hy 1 (h, y) E B} = 
inf{hy 1 (hh, hy) E B} = p(hh). Together withp(0) = 0 this shows@) = Xp(h) 
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for all h E X and all nonnegative real A. Furthermore, (10) gives for all 
Al , 4 E x 
PVQ + 4) 2% +Y% foraily,EShi, i= 1,2, 
hence 
P(hl + 4 5 P(h) +Yz for all y2 E Shz 
and finally p(h, + b) 5 p(h) + P&J. H ence p maps X sublinearly into Y 
and Lemma 3 asserts that there is a linear mapping T,, of X into Y such 
that T,,h 5 p(h) for all h E X. Sincef(x) - g(x’) E SE_,, for x E F and x’ E G, 
we have 
T,(x - x’) 2 p(x - x’) 5;(x) - g(d) forall XEF and x’~G,(13) 
hence 
sup(T,x -j(x) / x E F} (= inf{T,x - g(x) / x E G} 
For a continuous T,, this last inequality gives T,, E Fc n GC and 
gc( T,,) - fc( T,,) 2 p. Together with Lemma 1 this would prove the assertion. 
There remains only the task of showing that T,, is continuous. To this 
let V be a given neighborhood of the origin in Y. Since Y is a t.v.s., we have 
V 3 V, + V, for another suitable neighborhood V, of the origin in Y. 
Furthermore, we may assume V = -V and, as C is a normal cone, 
V=(V+C)n(V-CC). N ow choose h > 0 such that f(x) -g(x) E hVl 
and then select a symmetric neighborhood IV of the origin in X such that 
f + WCF and j(x + W) Cf(x) + AI’, . This is possible, since VI is 
absorbing andfis continuous at X. We getft(x + IV) - g(x) Cf(x) + AV, - 
g(3) C XV, + XV, = h(Vl + V,) C XV, i.e., 
f(i(x + x) - g(x) E hV for all x E W. 
Inequality (13) gives for all x E W = - W, T,,x = T,(x + x - X) 5 
f(x + x) - g(x), hence 
T,xE~(‘(x+x)-g(z)-CCCV-C=A(V-CC) 
and 
T,x E -(& - x) - g(a) - C) C --XV + C = h(V + C). 
We get T,,((I/h) FV) C (V + C) ~‘r (V - C) = V. This completes our proof. 
Remark. If no topology is defined on X and Y, then replace in the 
definition of fc and gc the space 5p(X, Y) of continuous linear mappings 
of X into Y by the space L(X, Y) of all linear mappings of X into Y. Since 
for Lemma 2 no topological concept is needed, a review of the above proof 
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shows immediately that a corresponding algebraic version of Theorem 2 
holds, if all topological assumptions on X and Y are dropped, and if the 
hypothesis “either f or g is continuous at some x EF n G” is replaced by 
“either F - x or G - x is absorbing for some x EF n G.” The same is 
true for the statements of Section 3. 
The above proof shows that our theorem is essentially a “separation” 
theorem for the convex sets [f”] and [g]. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that X and Y are real t.v.s. and that Y is also 
an o.c.v.1. with normal order cone. Let f: F ---f Y, F C X, be a convex and 
g: G -+ Y, G C X, a concave function. If f(x) - g(x) 2 0 for all x E F n G 
and either f or g is continuous at some x EF n G, then there exists a closed 
a&e subspace {(x, y) E X x Y 1 T$ - y = w} in the topological product 
X x Y, which separates [f ] and [g], i.e., T,,x - y 5 w 5 T,& - y’ for all 
(x9 Y) E If1 and (x’, Y') E M. 
Theorem 2 says that Program II can be viewed as the dual of Program I. 
Now replace f and g in Program I by the convex function f c and the concave 
function gc. Then it follows from Theorem 2 that the problem of maximizing 
gCG - f cc is dual to the problem of minimizing f c - gc. If X is a reflexive 
Banach space, Y = R and if f and g satisfy some continuity conditions, 
then f cfi - gee = f - g (see Section 1); hence in this special case Program I 
can in turn be viewed as the dual of Program II. In general no such relation 
like above holds for f, g and f cD, gcG (but, note Theorem 1); hence no complete 
duality between Program I and II can be expected. The following is a some- 
what more symmetric formulation of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Consider Program I and II. Suppose that either f or g is 
continuous at some x EF n G. 
(a) If inf{f(x) - g(x) / x EF n G} exists, then 
max(gc( T) - f”(T) / T E Fc n Gc) = inf{ f (x) - g(x) j x E F n G}. 
(b) If sup(g”(l’) - f”(T) / T E Fc n Gc} exists, then 
sup{gc( 2’) - f”(T) 1 T E Fe n GO} = inf{f(x) - g(x) j x E F n G} 
(c) Zf FG n Gc is nonvoid, then 
max{gC(T) - f”(T) 1 T E FC n Gc} = inf{f(x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G>. 
Assertion (a) is identical with Theorem 2; (b) and (c) are easy consequences 
of this. 
To give an example where Program II has an optimal solution but not 
Program I, let X = R, Y = R2, C = {y E R2 I yi 3 0, i = 1,2} and consider 
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the functions f(x) = (l,“) and g(x) = (i) with F = (x E R 1 0 < x < l} and 
G = R. It is easily verified that max{gc(T) - fC(T)} = g”(i) - fc(t) = 
(3 - (“,) = inf{f(x) - g(x)}, but f(x) - g(x) # (3 for all x E F. 
3. SUBGRADIENTS 
It is easy to characterize optimal solutions of Program I by subgradients. 
THEOREM 3. Consider Program I and assume that either f or g is continuous 
at some x E F n G. Then x0 is an optimal solution of Program I if and only if 
f and g have a common subgradient at x,, . 
Proof. If x0 is an optimal solution of Program I, then Theorem 2 says, 
g”(Td - f V,) =f(xo) - g(xo) f or some T,, EF~ n G”. From the definition 
of the conjugate functions we obtain 
T,,x - f(x) 2 Tax’ - Ax’) - f(x,,) + g(xo) for all x E F, x’ E G 
and, choosing x’ = x,, , 
T,,x - f(x) i Toxn - f (xc,), for all x E F, 
i.e., T,, E 8f(xO). Similarly we get T,, E ag(x,); hence TO E af(xe) n ag(x,). 
If, on the other hand, f and g have a common subgradient at x,, , say To, 
then 
g(x) - &J 5 To@ - x0) 5 f(x) - f(xo)v for all x E F n G. 
It follows immediately that x,, is an optimal solution of Program I. 
By specializing G : = lx,,} and g(xJ := f(x,,) one obtains Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that X and Y are real t.v.s. and that Y is also an 
o.c.v.1. with normal order cone. Let the convex function f: F ---f Y, F C X, 
be continuous at x0 E F. Then f has a subgradient at x0 . 
Relation (7) implies Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypothesis of Corollary 1 the domain of de$nition 
Fe off c is nonempty. 
Remark. The subdifferentiability of a convex function with values in an 
o.c.v.1. (Corollary 1) was first proved by Valadier [9]. Valadier used Lemma 2 
in combination with the sublinear mapping p(h) : = inf{(l/h)(f(x, + ti) - 
f(xJ) 1 X > 0, x0 + Ah E F}. This idea can be generalized to give another 
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proof for Theorem 3, iffis continuous at x0 . To this, define another sublinear 
mapping -q for h out of the nonvoid convex cone K : = (h E X 1 x0 + Ah E G 
for some h > 0} by q(A) : = sup((l/A)(g(x,-, + hh) - g(x,J) / A > 0, x0 4 Ah E G> 
(p(h) and q(h) are the directional derivatives uf f and g, respectively, at x0 
in the direction h). Trivially one has q(h) s p(h) for all h E K. The existence 
of a TE.L?(X, Y) such that T(x - x,,) 4 p(x - x,,) sf(x) - f(xs) for all 
x EF and T(x - x0) 2 q(x - xg) 2 g(x) - g(ro) for all x E G follows from 
the Theorem of Orlicz-Mazur [5, Chapter 2, Proposition 22J. 
Under some additional assumptions on X, Y and C the hypothesis of 
order completeness can be dropped in Corollary 1 (see [IO]). In Section 5 
we give an example, showing that this is not true for Theorem 2 and 3. 
For the next section we need a result about the subdifferential of the 
sum of two convex functions fi: Fi -+Y, -F,CX and i= 1,2. To this 
define as the sum of fi and fi 
(fl + f&) = f&4 + fd4 fotall xEFrnF,. 
Trivially (fi + f.J is convex. We have (our proof generalizes an idea by 
Rockafellar 17]> 
THEOREM 4. Suppose fi or fi is continuous at some x E Fl n Fz . Then 
a(fl + fd4 = af&d + af&Jfo~ every ~0 F& IFS L 
Proof. The inclusion 8fi(xO) + 8fi(xo) C a(jr + f&r,,) is trivial (we use 
the convention ia + A = 0). Now consider some fixed T,, E 8(fl + fi)(q,) 
and define a convex function f and a concave function g by 
f(x) :=f2(4 forall xeF:=F,, 
g(x) : = TIP - f&4 forall xeG:=F,. 
Then fC(T) = f2C(T) for all T E PC = F2C and 
g”(T) = inf{(T - To) x + f&) I x E FJ 
= -fly T, - T) for-all TE cc = T, -3-r;“. 
The assumption TO G a(fi + fi)(xO) gives 
x3& - x0) 5 u-l -k f&x) - (fl +f2)(%) 
or 
f&o) + f&o) - To% 5 f&9 + f&) - Tdc =A4 - g(x) 
for all x EFn G. 
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It follows from Theorem 2 that 
fl(X”> + f&o) - Toxo = gem - fV;) = -fi”v” - 0 - fi”V;) 
for some i; E Fe n Gc = Fzc n (T,, - F,c). But then 
fi”(T” - p7‘) +fiV) = (To - T;) x0 - fdxo) + TX0 -f&o> 
and the definition of conjugate functions shows 
and thus To E afi(xo) + 3fi(xo). 
4. APPLICATION TO THE KUHN-TUCKER THEOREM 
In this section let X and Yi , i = 1, 2,..., m, be real Banach spaces and Y a 
t.v.s. We assume that Y is again an o.c.v.1. with normal order cone C and 
that all Yi , i L= 1, 2 ,..., m, are ordered vector spaces with order cones Ci . 
Let C and all Ci be closed and let all Ci have interior points. The same 
order symbol 2 is used for all orderings, i.e., we write for example y 2 x 
for y, z E Yi if and only if y - x E Ci . Furthermore, we write y > z if and 
only if y - z is an interior point of Ci . 
Moreover, let f: F + Y, F C X, be a convex function, and let h,: X - Y, , 
i = I,..., m, be concave functions. Assume all hi to be everywhere continuous 
and FrCchet-differentiable. The FrCchet-derivative hi’(xo) of hi at x0 defines 
a continuous linear mapping x --f h,‘(xo) x of X into Y, . For each x E X and 
0 < X < 1 the concavity of ki gives 
hi(hx + (1 - 4 x,,) I hhi(x) + (1 - 4 h&o) 
hence for 0 < X ,< 1 
(1/4(4(x, + + - xo)) - h&o)) 2 hi(x) - h&o). 
Since 15’~ is closed we obtain hi’(x,)(x - x0) 2 h(x) - h(x,) i.e. 
hi’(xo) E ah,(x,,) for all x0 E X and i = 1, 2 ,..., m. (14) 
Let r(hi’(xo)) denote the range of hi’(xo) in Yi endowed with the topology 
induced by Yi . Trivially r(h,‘(x,)) is a Banach space if it is a closed subspace 
of Yi . As before, 9(r(hi’(xo)), Y) stands for the space of all continuous 
linear maps of r(hi’(xo)) into Y. 
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We consider the problem 
minimize f(x) subject to x E F and hi(x) 2 0 for i = I,..., m. (15) 
To characterize optimal solutions of the above minimization problem we 
will write (15) in the form of Program I and apply Theorem 3. To this, 
define functions gi: Gi ---f Y, Gi C X, for i = 1,2 ,..., m by 
g,(x) : = 0 forall xEGi:={xEXIh,(x) ZO}, 
and let g be the sum of the concave functions gi , i.e., 
g(x) = 0 for all x E G := {x E X 1 hi(x) 2 0 for i = l,..., m}. 
Obviously program (15) is the same as minimizingf - g on F n G. 
We will need the following auxiliary result. 
THEOREM 5. Let i,E{I, 2 ,..., m} and suppose that there exists PE X such 
that hi(s) > 0. If x0 E Gi and if the range r(hi’(x,,)) of hi(x,,) is closed in Yi , then 
agi(xJ = {S 0 hi’(xo) 1 S E 9(r(hi’(xo)), Y) and 
W&‘(xo)) n (Ci - hi(d)) C C>- 
Proof. We will write h instead of hi . Consider a map S having all the 
properties required in the assertion. Then the composition S 0 h’(x,) belongs 
to 9(X, Y) and for each x E Gi it follows from (14) that h’(x,)(x - x,,) 2 
h(x) - h(x,J E Ci - h(x,J, hence 
S 0 h’(x,)(x - X0) 2 0 = g,(X) - g,(Xo) for all x E Gi . 
This proves one part of the assertion. 
Now let T E agi(xa) be given. If x E X is such that h’(x,,) x + h(x,) > 0 
then for 0 < h < 1 and h sufficiently small 
U/U% + xx) - 44) + h(xo) > 0, 
hence h(x, + Ax) > (1 - A) h(xJ 2 0, whence x,, + Ax belongs to Gd . 
This shows XTX = T(x,, + AX - x0) 2 gi(xo + Ax) - gi(xo) = 0. We note 
TX 1 0 whenever h’(x,,) x + h(x,,) > 0. 
For x1 : = P - x0 the hypothesis and (14) show h’(x,) xl + h(xJ 2 h(g) > 0. 
Now assume x is such that h’(x,,) x + h(x,) 2 0. Then h’(x,,) q + h(x,) > 0 
for all x, : = hi + (1 - A) x where 0 < A < 1; hence, by what is already 
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shown, TX, 2 0 for 0 < h < I. Since T is continuous and C is closed, 
it follows that 
TX 2 0 whenever h’(x,) x + h(x,) 2 0 (16) 
and especially 
TX 2 0 if h’(xJ x 2 0. 
It follows that the nullspace M = (x E X j h’(x,) x == 0} of h’(x,J is a subspace 
of the nullspace of T. 
Now consider the quotientspace X/M under the quotient topology and 
the canonical (quotient) map @: X + X/M. @ is a topological homomorphism 
and, since h’(x,,) is continuous, X/M is a Banach space (see for instance 
[8, Chapter II, 2.31). But then it is easy to see, that the maps h’(x,) and T can 
be canonically decomposed 
h’(x,) = u, 0 CD, T = r/r, 0 @, 
where U, is a continuous linear map of X/M into Y and U, is a continuous 
linear one-to-one map of X/M onto ~(h’(xJ). It follows from Banach’s 
Homomorphism Theorem (see for instance [8, Chapter III, 2.1, Corollary 11) 
that UT’ is continuous as well. Hence by 
sy: = u2 0 upy for ally E r(h’(x,)) 
a continuous linear mapping S of r(h’(x,)) into Y is defined. It follows that 
S 0 h’(r,) x = U, Q U,-’ 0 h’(x,) x = U, 0 (P(x) = Tx for all x E X. 
Furthermore, if y = h’(x,,) x E Ci - h(x,), then (16) shows Sy L= TX 2 0. 
This ends the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose there exists %EFsuch that hi(x) > Ofor i = 1,2,..., m. 
Then x0 E X is apoint wheref achieves its minimum subject o x E F and hi(x) 2 0 
for i = 1, 2,..., m if and only if there exist linear mappings SC, i = l,..., m, 
of Yi into Y, which are continuous on r(hi’(xo)), map r(hj’(x,)) n (Ci - h,(x,)) 
into C and satisfy 
f Si 0 hi’(x,,) E af (x0). 
i=l 
Proof. Define gi and g as above. By hypothesis g is continuous at 
x E F n int G. Hence it follows from Theorem 3 that x0 is an optimal solution 
of the given minimization problem if and only if the subdifferential i3f(x,J 
409/5012-s 
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contains at least one subgradient of g at x,, . The rest is a direct consequence 
of the concave analog of Theorem 4 and of Theorem 5, since trivially each Si 
can be linearly extended to the whole space Yi . 
Remark. For X = Rn and Y = Yi = R, i = I,2 ,..., m, the above 
theorem is just the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem (see [4]). Results similar to 
Theorem 6 have already been obtained by Ritter [6] under the additional 
assumption that Y is a reflexive Banach space and that f is continuously 
differentiable, but without the hypothesis of order completeness of Y. 
Let us point out that even a saddlepoint statement, corresponding to 
Theorem 6, holds, that does not require topological assumptions like 
“X and Yi are Banach spaces, hi is differentiable etc.” (see [I I]). The purpose 
of this section was only to show the relation between an extension of the 
Fenchel Theorem and the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem. 
5. COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Under some additional assumptions on X, Y and C (e.g., X = R”, 
Y = Rm and C a closed convex proper cone in R” with non-empty interior) 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 remains valid, if Y is an ordered vector space 
but not necessarily an order complete vector lattice (see [lo]). It is interesting 
that this does not hold for Theorem 2 and 3. To see this, consider the two 
functions f, g: R -+ R3 
(lox, -10x, -10x)$ 
ftx): = [(O, -X, x)” 
for x 3 0 
for x < 0, 
(-10x, 10x, IOx)t 
g(x): = 1(-11x, IOX, -1oxy 
forx 20 
for x < 0. 
As order cone C in R3 define 
C:={y~R~Iy%~>0,i= 1,2,3,4), 
where or = (-1, 0, -l)“, vz = (0, 1, -l)“, v3 = (0, -1, -l)$ and 
vq = (1, 0, - l)t. C is the dual cone of {&, &vi ( hi > O}. Since vitf(x) 
is a convex functional for i = 1 ,..., 4, it is easily verified that 
/\f4 + (1 - h)f(Y) -f(Xx + (1 - h)Y) E C for O<X<l. 
Hence f is convex. Similarly one sees that g is concave and f(x) -g(x) 2 
f(0) - g(0) = 0. Now assume that there exists T,, = (yl , yz , y3)t E R3 = 
P(R, R3) such that gc(T,,) - f c(To) = 0, i.e., 
T,x - f(x) 5 0 5 T,,x’ - g(x’) for all x, x’ E R. 
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From this we get by scalar multiplication with vi , i = I,..., 4, the inequalities 
-(Y1 + Y3) x < 0 < -(x + Y3) x’, for all x, x‘ > 0, 
(Yz - Y3) x G 0 G (Yz - Y3) X’> for all x, x’ 3 0, 
-(Yz + Y3) * e 0 < -(Yz + Y3) x’, for all x, x’ < 0, 
(YI - Y3 + 1) x < 0 < (YI - y3 + 1) x’, for all x”, X’ < 0. 
The first three inequalities yield y1 = yz = y3 :z 0 which contradicts 
the last inequality. 
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